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Abstract

Introduction

The emphasis of the Sonification project was to turn
the data about energy consumption from the meters
around campus into graphics and sounds that would
help the viewer easily understand the data. First, it
was necessary to become familiar with the tools for the
project, such as Java and Jsyn. Next, the team had to
choose between two design options: working together
on one huge project or on separate smaller projects.
The former was chosen because this seemed more
efficient and would yield the most progress. After
wrestling with several different choices to access the
data, the team settled on using the ION website
temporarily, until it found a way to get the data realtime. Finally, it was time to brainstorm ways to design
the applet—how to implement the sonification in the
actual applet, and how to make it appealing to the
public. Ultimately, the goal was to increase public
awareness of using sonification as a way to represent
data, and to use sonification to provide real-time
feedback of the way people use energy to help them
decrease energy usage.

Sonification, or the use of sound to portray
data, is a largely unexplored medium for
displaying data. In the past, scientists have mainly
relied upon visual graphics to clarify the
information they have gathered. However, as the
amount of data gathered continues to increase, and
data sets become more complex and multidimensional, visual graphics are often inadequate
to display all of the information. The use of
sonification allows humans to accurately analyze
more complex sets of data, which can lead to
recognition of patterns more quickly or easily than
with using just visualization.

Methods
For the Sonification project, Java, an objectoriented programming language, as well as Jsyn, a
plug-in for Java that allows one to program sounds
in Java, were used in the development of the
sonification applets. SQL was also necessary to
access our database.
*

Tipping Buckets
Using sonification, there are several different ways to express the data. We used
the “tipping bucket” metaphor—the metaphor that there is a bucket and as the data
fills it up, it tips over, producing a sound. The higher the value for the data is, the
faster the bucket will fill up, which means it will produce faster ticks. To program an
applet that uses this “tipping bucket” metaphor as well as the data from energy
consumption, the team made the bucket “tip” at a speed based on the amount of energy
consumed.
Furthermore, sonification can use the capability of the auditory sense to shift
attention between different sound sources. In order to separate the data streams, each
one is characterized by a different frequency and a different location on the stereo
panorama. Each stream had a different spatial location between the left and the right.

This is the visual display of the energy consumption of 12 buildings
over a period of approximately 11 days. The first, lower hump on the
left is July 5th. Directly above is an audio wave form that shows
the different rates the bucket is ticking.

Conclusion
Sonification could have a wide variety of uses
in the future. So much lays unexplored—unheard—
in the realm of sonification. For example, in the
context of energy consumption, it could be used to
make energy consumption on campus more efficient.
Based on the pitch of the blips that the user heard, he
could alter the way he used energy, which would
thereby change the data that was playing to him. In
this way, sonification can provide real-time feedback.
The person could then change his actions to decrease
the amount of energy used.
In order to truly determine the possibilities of
sonification, however, a more detailed study must be
performed. Once this occurs, the potential of
sonification can be unveiled in all its majesty.
Perhaps one day doctors could be using sonification
to monitor their patients, investors could keep track
of the stock markets through sonification, or even
teachers could implement sonification to hear the
progress of their students during the year.

In addition to the auditory display of the data, different colored lines are also
drawn on a graph that signify the different channels of data. Then, at the top of the
graph, the number of the channel is written, along with the name of the building it
signifies. As the data begins to play, a line is drawn, indicating the piece of data that
is currently playing. This allows the user to connect the sound to a certain point in
time.
A real life tipping bucket:

*
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